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Abstract 
 
 

This project aims to demonstrate the use of the ADSP-21065 SHARC DSP board 
for real-time control. This will be demonstrated by developing control algorithms using 
linear quadratic gaussian and fuzzy control methods. The target plant will be an inverted 
pendulum plant to be controlled by the SHARC board. 
 



1.0 Introduction 
 

An inverted pendulum system consists of a pendulum attached to a motor driven 
cart, where it is desirable to keep the pendulum in the inverted position. This is 
achieved by moving the cart back and forth by applying the appropriate force. 
Balancing an inverted pendulum mounted on a motor-driven cart is a classical 
controller design problem. The aim of this project is to apply the use of the 
SHARC DSP board as a controller for  an inverted pendulum system, using 
two well-known methods of real-time control: linear quadratic gaussian (LQG) 
control and fuzzy control. 

The inverted pendulum system has many practical applications and is often used 
to test new controller designs. Some of its applications in the real world are as 
follows:  

- Controlling the vertical deviation of a space shuttle 
during takeoff  

- Balancing a rocket as it is moved to the launch-pad 
(crawler)  

- Maintaining a walking biped robot in its upright 
position  

These are but a few of the practical applications of the inverted pendulum process. 
As can be seen from the above examples, the task at hand is essentially one of 
altering the centre of gravity (cog) of an object. The cog of the object is adjusted, 
using varied techniques, to keep the mass in its desired position of unstable 
equilibrium. [1] 

The block diagram of the inverted pendulum plant, shown in Figure 1-1 below, 
consists of three major parts: the Inverted Pendulum Plant, consisting of the 
digital-to-analog converter, current drive, the motor cart and the inverted 
pendulum plant itself; the Sensors, consisting of a position sensor and a 
potentiometer used to sense the angular error and wired to the SHARC via an 
analog-to-digital converter; and the Controller itself, which uses the SHARC 
ADSP-21065L evaluation board. The evaluation board will be used to implement 
both the fuzzy logic controller and the LQG controller. 

The project was done by two researchers. Stephen Roy Tang was responsible for 
the DAC/ADC interface to the SHARC, the position sensor circuit, and the fuzzy 
logic controller. Paul Villangca was responsible for the construction of the plant 
itself, the angle sensor, and the LQG controller. 

  
 



 
 

Figure 1-1. System Block Diagram 
 



2.0 Literature Review 
 
2.1 Analog Devices SHARC DSP Board 

The ADSP-21065L is a member of Analog Devices Inc.'s 32-bit general-purpose 
programmable floating-point SHARC (Super Harvard Architecture Computer) 
family.  

The ADSP-21065L can process 180 million fixed-point operations per second. As 
a result, the new SHARC processor can facilitate the development of real-time 
applications such as smart cruise control/collision avoidance systems in 
automobiles, digital audio in consumer, and speech recognition in computers.  

Based on 0.35-µm three metal layer CMOS process, the ADSP-21065L integrates 
a high-performance 32-bit floating-point DSP core with features like 544 kbits of 
dual-ported SRAM, host processor interface, direct-memory-access controller, 
synchronous DRAM (SDRAM) controller, and enhanced serial ports.  

The SDRAM controller permits glueless interface to low-cost external memory up 
to 64 Mbytes. Consequently, it can be linked to various commercially available 
memory types. In addition, it features an I/O throughput of 240 Mbytes/s. Other 
key features include two external ports for communicating with external devices, 
an I2C interface that supports eight data channels for consumer audio and video 
systems, and 10 direct-memory- access channels.  

 

2.2 LQ Controllers 

Lead compensation-based controllers include lag, lead and lag-lead compensation, 
PD, PI and PID controllers, cascade compensation based on root-locus method, 
and feedback compensation.  These are reasonably straightforward to synthesize 
without needing an accurate model for the structure. Although simple and 
effective, their systematic use is limited to single input single output applications. 
Moreover, they are collocated controllers, i.e., they require the actuation and 
sensing to occur at the same location(s) which might not be always possible. 
Lastly, they are not optimal controllers. [2] 
 
Linear Quadratic Control (LQ) refers to a body of techniques developed since the 
1960s for control systems design.  The LQ problem itself is an important subset of 
the powerful machinery of optimal control.  The plant is assumed to be a linear 
system in state space form, and the objective function is a quadratic functional of 
the plant states and control inputs.  The problem is to minimize the quadratic 
functional with respect to the control inputs subject to the linear system 
constraints.  The problem can also be formulated and solved in the frequency 
domain using transfer functions.  The advantage of LQ formulation of problems is 
that it leads to linear control laws that are easy to implement and analyze.  [3] 
 



LQG controllers are model-based and their successful application relies on the 
existence of an accurate model. This in turn requires the accurate knowledge of 
the parameters of the model, i.e., natural frequencies, modal damping coefficients, 
and mode shapes. As stated earlier, the use of truncated models (using only a 
limited number of modes) leads to observability and controllability spillovers 
which result in lack of stability and performance robustness. All these perhaps 
explains why despite the fact that the LQG controller has been around for more 
than 3 decades it has not been widely used by practitioners. [2] 
 

 
 

2.3  Fuzzy Control 
 

Chuy [4] describes fuzzy control as new control methodology based on rules that 
the knowledge engineer or expert uses in controlling the process. Fuzzy control is 
founded on fuzzy logic, and it works with linguistic variables in the form of rules 
as compared to classical control that works with differential equations describing 
the system. Classical control is set-point oriented, while fuzzy control is task 
oriented. Passino et. al [5] describe classical and fuzzy control as complementary 
to each other, and that fuzzy control should be an extension of classical control. 
Fuzzy control as applied to the inverted pendulum problem has been tackled 
before by other groups such as Musjinka, et.al. [6] 
 
Chuy[4] describes fuzzy control as based on the concept of fuzzy sets, in which 
membership is not an absoulte value of 0 or 1, but rather a value in the range [0, 
1]. In classical sets the membership function ì for a set A is defined as 
 
 ìA(x) = {1 if x ∈ A, 0 otherwise. 
   
This function takes only the values 0 or 1. Suppose we consider a membership 
function ìA(x) that takes values in the interval [0, 1]. The function then becomes 
fuzzy since the degree of membership is no longer restricted to either 100% or 
0%. Such as set is represented in ordered pairs 
 
 A = { (x, ìA(x)) | x ∈ A, ìA(x) ∈ [0, 1] } 
 
The value ìA(x) specifies the degree of membership of x in fuzzy set A. This 
indicates that the larger the value of ìA(x), the higher the degree of membership. 
 
Passino et.al. [5] discussed the basic concept of a fuzzy controller. It is composed 
of the fuzzification interface, inference mechanism, rule base, and defuzzification 
interface. Each part is described below. 
 
Fuzzification interface converts the input of the fuzzy controller into fuzzy 
language or information that the inference mechanism can easily use to activate 
and apply rules. This is done by translating the input values into corresponding 



linguistic values described by fuzzy sets. For example, if the input is an error 
value, it can be described by these fuzzy sets: 
 
Error = {neglarge, negsmall, zero, possmall, poslarge} 
 
Where “neglarge” describes a value that has a large negative value, while 
“possmall” describes a small positive value, and so on.  
 
Rule base is the set of rules determined by the expert or knowledge engineer, as 
described by Gokdogan [7]. These rules define what the output should be based 
on the inputs, and is expressed as linguistic values. For example, Chuy[4] chose to 
use a a set of rules to have a monotonic, piecewise linear response, similar to the 
following: 
 
 1. If error is neglarge then output is neglarge. 
 2. If error is negsmall then output is negsmall 
 3. If error is zero then output is zero 
 4. If error is possmall then output is possmall 
 5. If error is poslarge then output is poslarge. 
 
The inference mechanism uses the rules outlined in the rule base to determine the 
linguistic value of the output. 
 
The defuzzification interface translates the linguistic value of the output into 
numeric representation. Although there is no unique way to perform the 
defuzzification, there are several existing methods such as center of gravity, 
where the output is found from the center of gravity of the aggregated output, and 
mean of maximum, where the mean of the maximum values is taken for the 
output value. 
 

 
 



3.0 Design 
 

 
3.1 Plant Design 
 

The inverted pendulum system consists of a motorized cart that slides along a 
steel shaft using linear bearings. The cart is driven via a rack and pinion 
mechanism as opposed to belts or wheels. This ensures consistent and continuous 
traction. The cart position is sensed potentiometer. The cart is also instrumented 
with a rotary joint with ball bearings to which a free falling aluminum rod can be 
attached. This rod functions as an "inverted pendulum" in subsequent 
experiments. The angle of the rod is sensed using a potentiometer. The rod to be 
used will be approximately 0.60 meters in length and the rack along which the 
cart moves will be approximately 1 meter in length. Shown in Figure 3-1 is a 
sketch of the cart and pendulum system. 
 

 
 

Figure 3-1. Inverted Pendulum Plant 
 
3.2 Hardware Design 
 
3.2.1 ADC/DAC Interface 
 

The controller will consist of the SHARC DSP board, and external input and 
output hardware. The input hardware will consist of an analog-to-digital converter 
connected to the SHARC processor via the on-board serial port SPORT0. The 
output hardware will consist of a serial digital-to-analog converter with input 
coming from the same on-board serial port, accessible via the evaluation board’s 
EMAFE expansion port. A transmit/receive clock generated by the SHARC 
board’s serial port will drive both input and output circuits. The inputs to the DSP 
board are the pendulum angle and the cart position, while the output will be used 
to drive the motor. The block diagram of the input/output interface to the SHARC 
board is shown in Figure 3-2 below: 



 

 
 

Figure 3-2. DSP Board Connections 
 
The SHARC’s on-board serial port SPORT0 is accessible via the on-board 
EMAFE connector, and consists of three pins on each side (transmit and receive), 
one for data, one for the transmit/receive clock (to be supplied by the board), and 
one for frame synchronization, which can be used as a chip select signal for the 
ADC/DAC chips. The data, clock and frame sync signals are all output from the 
SHARC board as shown in Figure 3-3 below. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3-3. Communication Signals with SHARC board 
 

 
3.2.2 Current Drive 

 
To drive the motor, the output from the DAC is scaled into the appropriate 
voltage range.  Then the resulting output is fed into the push-pull follower to driev 
the DC motor.  This is then fed back to a weighted summer to ensure a correct 
output. 

 
 

3.2.3 Position Sensor 
 



The position sensor used in the project was a stripped down PS/2 mouse 
connected to the SHARC board via the EMAFE expansion port. The PS/2 mouse 
uses a bi-directional synchronous protocol, and must be initialized at start-up 
before it can send data. An interface circuit was built to facilitate the transfer of 
data between the PS/2 mouse and the SHARC board.  

 
The above circuit was designed because mouse protocol is different from the one 
used by the SHARC serial port. For mouse-to-host communications, the mouse 
uses only two lines, a data and a clock line, as opposed to the SHARC’s three 
lines. The mouse uses 8-bit words with one start bit, a parity bit, and a stop bit. 
The signal diagrams for the mouse-to-host communication is shown in Figure 3-4 
below.  

 

 
 

Figure 3-4. Mouse-to-host communication 
 

The data line of the mouse should be connected to both frame sync and data lines 
of the serial port, so that the mouse’s start bit will be recognized as a frame sync 
signal.  

 
Host-to-mouse communications are handled differently. The mouse requires that 
the host initiates the communication via a request-to-send made by bringing the 
clock and data lines low. This is accomplished through software control of the 
data pins on the EMAFE expansion port. The signal diagrams for host-to-mouse 
communications are shown in Figure 3-5 below. 
 



 
 

Figure 3-5. Host-to-mouse communications 
 
3.2.3 Angle Sensor 
 

The sensor used to detect the angle of the pendulum is a multi-turn potentiometer 
connected to the rod and wired to the ADC, with the appropriate scaling for the 
ADC input. 

 
3.3 Software Design 
 

The SHARC software will be made in C language using the VisualDSP 
Programming Toolkit provided for the SHARC evaluation boards.  
 
The software will perform the following tasks: initialization, data gathering, 
controller operations, and data output. Shown in Figure 3-6 below is a flowchart 
of the program flow. 
 

 
 

Figure 3-6. Program Flowchart 
 

Initialization involves setting up the SHARC board, its peripherals (i.e. the serial 
ports, interrupts), and initializing the mouse. Data sampling involves gathering the 
samples by prompting the ADC and the mouse for data, and computing the rate of 
change for both rod angle and cart position. Controller computations involves 



algorithms and processes specific to the two controllers used. Data output 
involves sending the output data to the DAC to control the plant. 

 
 



3.4 Fuzzy Controller Design 
 

The fuzzy controller is a Takagi-Sugeno type of fuzzy controller, composed of 
three blocks: fuzzification, inference and defuzzification, as shown in Figure 3-7 
below. 

 

Figure 3-7. Fuzzy controller block diagram 
 

The fuzzification block takes four inputs: the position error and velocity of the 
cart, the angular error and angular velocity of the rod. Each of these inputs has a 
crisp value which is converted to a fuzzy value by the fuzzification interface. The 
interface consists of 2 membership functions (negative and positive) for each 
input. The input membership functions are in the shape of a Gaussian bell curve 
and are shown in Figures 3-8 to 3-9 below. 
 

 
 

Figure 3-8. Angle Error Membership Functions 
 

 



 
Figure 3-9. Angular Velocity Membership Functions 

 

 
Figure 3-10. Cart Position and Velocity Membership Functions 

 
 

The inference block uses a product of the membership level for each input to 
determine the firing strength for that rule. 
 
The defuzzification interface consists of 16 linear output membership functions, 
meaning the output value is determined by a function which is a linear 
combination of the four inputs, plus a constant. The defuzzification interface uses 
a weighted average method to determine the final value of the output, according 
to the formula: 
 

Output = Σ  p(i) u(i) / Σ p(i) 
 

 Where p(i) is the firing strength or premise for rule i and 
  u(i) is the value of the output membership function for rule i. 

 
 
 



3.5 LQG Controller Design 
 

Deriving the State Equations 
 
The cart and pendulum model is taken from “Modeling the Inverted Pendulum” 
page in the Control Tutorials for Matlab.  The motor model and final state 
equations are taken from the inverted pendulum appendix in Control Systems 
Design Using MATLAB by Shahian, B., et al. 
 
Below are the free body diagrams of the cart and pendulum: 

 
 

Figure 3-11. Free Body Diagram of Cart and Rod 
 

We can derive the following equations from the FBD: 
FNxbxM =++ &&&  θθθθ sincos 2&&&&& mlmlxmN −−=  

Substituting N in the first equation, we get the first equation of motion: 
FmlmlxbxmM =−−++ θθθθ sincos)( 2&&&&&&  

Also from the FBD:  
θθθ &&INlPl =−− cossin  θθθθθ cossincossin xmmlmgNP &&&& +=−+   

Combining these last two equations, we get the second equation of motion: 
θθθ cossin)( 2 xmlmglmlI &&&& =−+  

Linearizing these equations around θ = π + φ (for small φ): 
FmlxbxmM =+++ φ&&&&&)(  

xmlmglmlI &&&& −=−+ φφ)( 2  
Simplifying further, we get 

FmlxmM =++ φ&&&&)(  

xmmgml &&&& −=− φφ  
 
Below is the FBD of the motor: 



 
Figure 3-12. Free Body Diagram of Motor 

 
The force on the cart that is due to the motor is derived from the following: 
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The state equations are: 
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Solving For the Controller 
 
This was taken from the “State Space Design for the Inverted Pendulum” page in 
the Control Tutorials for Matlab. 
 
First we need to convert the continuous state space equations to discrete state 
space using the c2dm function in Matlab, specifying the A, B, C, D matrices, as 
well as the sampling rate and the method (zero order hold ‘zoh’).  Then we check 
the controllability and observability of the system. 



 
 

Figure 3-13. Digital Conversion 
 

The next step is to assume that all four state are measurable, and find the control 
matrix (K). 

 
Figure 3-14. System and Control Matrix 

 
The LQR command in Matlab allows you to find the optimal control matrix that 
results in some balance between system errors and control effort. 
 
The resulting output will have a steady-state error.  To obtain the desired output, 
we need to scale the reference input so that the output equals to the reference. 
This can be easily done by introducing a feedforwarding scaling factor called 
Nbar. This can be found through trial and error until the output produces a 
satisfactory response.  The basic schematic with the Nbar is shown below.  

 

Figure 3-15. System with Nbar 
 
The above response was found assuming all states are measurable.  We will now 
design a full-order state observer to estimate those states that are not measurable. 



 

Figure 3-16. Plant and Observer 
 
To design the observer, first, we need to find the L matrix. To find the L matrix, 
we need to find the poles of the system without the observer (the poles of F-G*K). 
Next we want to place observer poles so that the observer works a lot faster than 
the system without the observer.  This is done by placing them to the far left of 
the system poles.  The remaining step is to obtain the overall system response 
including the observer. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 



3.0 Implementation 
 
3.1 Hardware Implementation 
 
3.1.1 ADC/DAC Interface 
 

The ADC chip used for the project is the MAX195, a 16-pin 16-bit serial SAR 
analog-to-digital converter manufactured by Maxim. The DAC chip used is the 
MAX541, an 8-pin 16-bit serial digital-to-analog converter also manufactured by 
Linear Technologies. The ADC circuit is operated with a reference voltage of 5V, 
for a resolution of approximately 0.07 mV. The DAC circuit has a reference 
voltage of 2.5V, for a resolution of approximately 0.14 mV. Voltage divider 
circuits are connected to protect the serial port, which requires 3.3V signals. 
Shown in Figure 4-1 is the circuit schematic for the ADC/DAC interface. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4-1. ADC/DAC Interface 
 
 



3.1.2 Current Drive 
 

A Darlington NPN power transistor was used to provide the power requirements 
of the circuit. Four diodes were added to minimize the nonlinearities in the 
transistor operation caused by base-emitter voltage drop. The circuit is similar to 
the current control circuit used by Minguez, et.al. [8], and is shown in Figure 4-2 
below. 
 

 
 

Figure 4-2.  Current Drive Control Circuit 
 
3.1.3 Position Sensor 
 

Data transmissions from the SHARC to the mouse are made via the addressable 
data pins on the EMAFE connector, and data transfers from the mouse to the 
SHARC are made via the receive channel of serial port 1 on the SHARC board. 
The interface circuit is shown in Figure 4-3 below. EMAFE address pin 3 is used 
to control the flow of data to and from the mouse. Voltage divider resistor circuits 
are used to convert from the 5V logic of the mouse to the 3.3V logic required by 
the SHARC serial port. 

 



 
Figure 4-3. Mouse Interface Circuit 

 
 
 
3.1.4 Angle Sensor 
 

The sensor used to detect the angle error of the rod is a simple potentiometer with 
a gain circuit, shown in Figure 4-5 below. 
 

 
 

Figure 4-4. Angle Sensor 
 
 
 
3.2 Software Implementation 
 
3.2.1 Initialization 
 

The initialization part of the software has the following tasks: initializing the 
serial ports, and initializing the mouse sensors.  
 
The serial ports are initialized by setting the values of the corresponding transmit 
and receive control registers. The include file sport.h, provided with the 
VisualDSP toolkit, maps these registers to predefined structures sport0_iop and 



sport1_iop, and modifying the fields of these structures allows the user to set 
individually the serial port parameters. This is done in the function setup_sports(). 
 
Serial Port 0, Transmit channel is configured for 23 data bits, MSB first, rising-
edge triggered sampling, internally generated clock and frame sync signal. 
Although the DAC connected to the transmit line of serial port 0 requires only 16 
bits of data, the transmit channel is set up to use an additional 7 bits to 
compensate for the DAC’s conversion time. This channel is responsible for 
sending the output, so it is also set to send its data with a frequency of 200Hz, so 
that it acts as a timer for the main loop. 
 
Serial Port 0, Receive channel is configured for 19 data bits, MSB first, rising-
edge triggered sampling, internally generated clock and frame sync signal. Like 
the transmit channel, the receive channel is padded with 3 data bits to compensate 
for the timing of the ADC. 
 
Serial Port 1, Transmit channel, is unused. 
 
Serial Port 1, Receive channel, is configured for 10 data bits (8 data + 1 parity + 1 
stop bit from the mouse), LSB first, falling-edge triggered, external clock and 
frame sync signals. 
 
The other task is to initialize the mouse. This is done by sending several 
command bytes to the mouse. Sending data to the mouse is done using the send() 
routine, which emulates the mouse’s serial port protocol through the addressable 
data on the EMAFE expansion port. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To initialize the mouse, the following commands are sent: 
 
Hex Code Command Description 
FF Reset Resets the mouse 
F6 Set Defaults Sets default parameters: 4counts/mm, 100 

samples/sec, disabled data reporting 
F4 Sample Rate Next byte sent is sampling rate, maximum of 200 

samples/sec 
F0 Remote Mode Puts the mouse in remote mode, in which it can be 

queried for its status 
   



 
Table 4-1. Mouse Commands 

 
The function initializes the mouse. It resets the mouse, sets the default values of 
100 samples/sec at 4 counts/mm, then sets the sample rate to 200 samples/sec and 
sets the mouse to remote mode. In remote mode, the mouse has to be queried for 
its data, allowing the host to have greater control over the timing of the mouse-
host data transfer. 
 

 
3.2.2 Data Sampling 
 
 

There are two sources of data for the program: the position data, which comes 
from the mouse, and the angle data, which comes from the potentiometer 
connected to serial port 0 via ADC. 
 
The angle data can be acquired by querying the receive channel of signal port 0. 
Once the receive channel is queried, it will activate the ADC with the frame sync 
signal and a sample data will be received. The angular velocity can be found from 
the difference of two consecutive values. The data read from the ADC is 
converted to a floating point value in radians using the formula  
 
 Angle (radians) = ( angle(count) – 11392 ) / -6032 
 
This formula was found through experimentation, by measuring the values given 
by the ADC for known angles. The output of this formula ranges from –pi/2 to 
+pi/2. 
 
The position data is acquired by querying the mouse. The mouse is queried by 
sending a byte of 0xEB (Read Data) to the mouse using the send() function. When 
the mouse receives this command, it responds with 0xFA (acknowledge) followed 
by three data bits. The first bit contains the overflow and button data, while the 
second and third bit correspond to the X and Y movement respectively. These 
movement values represent the amount of displacement in the given axis since the 
last query. The relevant data is the X data, hence the second data byte is stored as 
the instantaneous rate of change or cart velocity. The current position of the cart is 
determined by adding the displacement to a previously known position value. At 
startup, the cart is assumed to be in position zero, or the center of the track.  
 
 

3.2.3 Data Output 
 

After the controller processes the data, the output value is sent to the DAC via 
serial port 0. 

 



 
 
3.3 Fuzzy Controller Implementation 
 
4.3.1 MATLAB Simulation 
 

The fuzzy controller was simulated using MATLAB, specifically simulink and 
the fuzzy logic toolbox. The fuzzy logic toolbox was used to design the fuzzy 
controller. A simulink model of the inverted pendulum system was made using an 
existing demo accompanying the fuzzy logic toolbox. The simulink model is 
shown below in Figure 4-4. 
 

 
 

Figure 4-5 Simulink Model of Inverted Pendulum System 
 
In the simulink model shown above, the block labeled “Cart & Pole Dynamics” 
represents a model of the real-world physics governing the rod and the cart, which 
is the same as the model derived in the LQG controller. The block labeled “Fuzzy 
Logic Controller” is the fuzzy inference system block made using the fuzzy logic 
toolbox. The MATLAB files containing the model and the fuzzy controller 
simulation can be found in the appendix. 
 



 
4.3.2 Software Implementation 
 

The SHARC code for the fuzzy controller has the following pseudocode structure: 
 

Set Numerator = 0 
Set Denominator = 0 
For each Output MF 
 Compute the output value given the inputs 
For each Rule 
 For each input 
  Get the membership level for this function  
 Get the product of the membership levels 
 Add the product to Denominator 

Multiply the product to the corresponding output and 
add it to Numerator 

  Output = Numerator / Denominator 
 

 

Basically, the code implements the inference method of the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy 
controller. The full text of the code can be found in the appendix, and a detailed 
discussion of the code follows. 
 
The code for the fuzzy controller starts with the declaration of the global variable 
Outmf, which stores the constant coefficients for the output membership functions 
of the fuzzy controller. There are 16 output membership functions expressed in a 
linear form. The first four parameters for each output are the coefficients for the 
corresponding inputs, while the last parameter is a constant value. So for any four 
inputs, the value of the membership function would be equal to  
 
 Outmf[n][0] * input1 + Outmf[n][1] * input2 + Outmf[n][2] * input3 + 
Outmf[n][3] * input4 + Outmf[n][4] 
 
The values of Outmf are taken from the Matlab simulation of the plant. 
 
Next is the global variable inmf, which contains the coefficients for the gaussian 
bell input membership functions, also taken from the Matlab model. The formula 
for the gaussian bell membership function is 
 
 F(x) = 1 / ( (x-a)/c ) ^ 2b 
 
Where a, b and c are the first, second and third parameters in the array for that 
particular membership function, respectively. The first parameter a determines the 
center of the gaussian bell curve, while b and c determine the slope and shape of 
the curve. 
 
 



The function gaussbell() below implements the gaussian membership function, 
and returns the membership level of inputvalue for the corresponding input 
number and mf number. 
 
The last function, fuzzy(),  implements the fuzzy controller.  It starts by 
computing the values of the 16 output MFs for the given inputs. Afterwards, it 
evaluates the firing strength for each rule, and gets the weighted sum of the firing 
strengths and ouput MF values. The final output is determined using the weighted 
average of the output MF values and is returned to the calling function. 

 
 
4.4 LQG Controller Implementation 
 

The SHARC code for the LQG controller is implemented by encoding the 
resulting design equations into C and these equations are used to determine the 
output. The simulation uses the same dynamics as derived in the design section 
earlier. The full text of the code can be found in the appendix, and a discussion of 
the code follows. 

 
The function controller() is called from the main function and implements the 
LQG algorithm with the following steps: 
 

1. Convert the current estimate x_hat to a scalar using matrix K 
l = x_hat * K 

2. Compute the output u using Nbar and l. 
u = Nbar*(cart position reference) – l. 

3. Find the contents of vector y using measured values. 
y = [angle error, cart position] 

4. Find y_hat using x_hat. 
5. Solve for x_dot_hat. 

x_dot_hat = A * x_hat + B * u + L (y - y_hat) 
6. Get the new estimate (x_hat) 

x_hat = (sampling rate) * x_dot_hat + x_hat 
  

 
The matrix K and the scalar Nbar are derived using the techniques described in 
the State Space Control part of the Control Tutorials for Matlab. The matrices 
x_hat and y_hat are the estimates derived from the observer. The coefficients used 
in matrices A and B are derived from the model in Control Systems Design using 
Matlab, using the constants derived from the physical model of the plant. The 
matrix L is also described in the Control Tutorials for Matlab.  
 

 



5.0 Testing 
 
5.1 Plant Parameters 
 

The mass of the cart, M, the mass of the rod, m, the length of the rod, l, and the 
radius of the wheel, r are all measured directly.  The motor parameters k1, k2, and 
Ra are measured with experimental setups.  
 
The constant k1 is measured by attaching a rod of known mass and length to the 
motor shaft.  A driving voltage is applied to the motor until the rod is held 
horizontally.  At this point, the motor is producing a torque produced by the rod.  
Measuring the current at this voltage, 
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To measure k2, we must measure the speed of the motor for given applied 
voltages and take the ratio of these values.  In this project, the motor speed was 
measured electro-optically with a shaft-mounted shutter and a photodetector. 
 
The last motor constant, the armature resistance, Ra, can be found from the same 
experiment that determines k2.  We simply measure armature current as well as 
armature voltage and take the average of the voltage-to-current ratios. 
 
The measured parameters are summarized below: 
 

M Mass of cart 0.9 kg 
m Mass of rod 0.15 kg 
l Length of rod 0.68 m 
r Cart wheel radius 0.005 m 
K1 Motor torque-speed constant 0.01 Nm/A 
K2 Motor voltage-speed constant 0.5 V/rad/sec 
Ra Armature resistance 7 ohms 

 
Table 5-1. System parameters 

 
 
 
5.2 DAC Testing 
 

The DAC interface circuit was first constructed according to the schematic in 
Figure 5-1: 
 



 
 

Figure 5-1. DAC Testing Circuit 
 

For testing purposes, a C program was written for the SHARC that would transmit 
values starting from 0 up to FFFFh in order to produce a triangular wave at the 
DAC output. The serial transmission would involve 16-bit words at 240 kbps, 
with a single word transmitted every 0.1 ms (a frequency of 10 MHz). The 
expected DAC output is a triangle wave from 0V (ground) up to 2.5V (reference 
value). 
 
After initial testing, it was noted that the upper 8 bits of the serial data were being 
incorrectly interpreted by the DAC, since a range of values from 0 to FFFFh 
produced erroneous results, while values from 0 to 00FFh would result in a 
triangular output from 0 to 1.25V. 
 
Shown in Figure 5-2. below is the timing diagram for the erroneous results: 
 

 
Figure 5-2. DAC Test Signals 

 
The framesync signals goes high for a short time before the data is transmitted, 
and the data changes on the rising edge of the clock. These were found to be the 
sources of error since the DAC required a setup time between the end of the last 
conversion (signalled by the low-to-high transition of the chip-enable or frame 
sync) and the start of the next data transmission, and it also required that at the 
rising edge of the clock, the data be stable (i.e., in the middle of the bit.) 
 



To correct these errors, the following changes were made in the code: 
 
a) Added 6 bits to the output data. These six bits create a delay time which 
allows the DAC to recover from the last conversion. Since the data is transmitted 
MSB first, the upper six bits are ignored by the DAC. 
b) Modified the SPORT settings to change data on the trailing edge of the 
clock, so that the rising edge would coincide with the middle of the data bits. 
 
After making the above changes, the code produced the expected output, a 2.5V 
peak-to-peak triangle wave. 
 
 

5.3 ADC Testing 
 
 

The ADC circuit was constructed according to the schematic shown in Figure 5-3: 
 

 
Figure 5-3. ADC Test Circuit 

 
 
The frame sync signal provides the sampling rate of the ADC, which is set to 
approximately 200 kHz. Shown in Figure 5-4 below is a timing diagram for the 
system. 
 
 
 



 
 

Figure 5-4. ADC Test Signals 
 
Before connecting the data line to the SHARC, the ADC was first tested by itself 
and it was found to be working properly. After this testing, the last two-op-amps 
were added as a voltage-conversion circuit to convert the data signal from 5V 
logic to 3.3V logic. The approximate output voltage of the conversion is around 
2.4V, while the logic high threshold for the SHARC is 2.0 V. 
 
For testing purposes, the C program for the SHARC was modified to accept a 
single byte from the ADC and re-transmit it through the ADC. Based on 
experience with the DAC, the SHARC’s receive buffer was padded by 3 bits (so 
that 19 bits total would be expected) to compensate for the internal delays of the 
ADC. 
 
The results of the testing were that the ADC/DAC/SHARC system was able to 
accurately pass through signals as long as the signals did not exceed a voltage 
level of around 750mV, whereas it was expected that the ADC would be able to 
handle up to 5V of input. 

 
5.4 System Testing 
 
 The testing of the overall system is still underway at the time of this writing. 
  



6.0 Conclusion 
 

The researchers were able to finish all the hardware, but were unable to finish the 
implementation of the controllers. 
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Appendix A : Source Code (ADC/DAC Testing) 
 



main() 
{ 
 int c,i; 
 
 setup_sports(); 
 c = 0xfc00; 
 while(1) 
 { 
  sport0_iop.tx = c;  
  c+=0x0001; 
  if (c>0xffff)  
  { 
   c=0x0000; 
  } 
 } 
} 



Appendix B: Source Code (System Code) 



#include "sport.h"  
#include "def21065l.h" 
#include "emafe.h" 
#include <math.h> 
  
#define SetIOP(addr, val)  (* (int *) addr) = (val)  

 
void setup_sports ( void ) 
{ 
 
 /* Configure SHARC serial port SPORT0 */ 
 
 SetIOP(STCTL0, 0); 
 SetIOP(SRCTL0, 0); 
 
 /* Set up TX Clock - used only is internally generated clock enabled*/ 
 sport0_iop.tdiv.tckdiv = 0x00FA;   /* Set up Transmit Clock 
divisor */ 
        /* Clock Frequency = 
240kHz */ 
 
 /* Set up TX Frame Sync Rate - used only is internally generated FS 
enabled */ 
 sport0_iop.tdiv.tfsdiv = 0x04AF;   /* Set up Transmit Clock 
divisor */ 
        /* Frame Sync Frequency = 
19.0000000000 Hz  */ 
 
 /* Set up RX Clock - used only is internally generated clock enabled*/ 
 sport0_iop.rdiv.rckdiv = 0x00FA;   /* Set up Transmit Clock 
divisor */ 
        /* Clock Frequency = 
240kHz */  
 
 /* Set up RX Frame Sync Rate - used only is internally generated FS 
enabled */ 
 sport0_iop.rdiv.rfsdiv = 0x04AF;   /* Set up Transmit Clock 
divisor */ 
        /* Frame Sync Frequency = 
19.0000000000 Hz  */ 
 
 /* TRANSMIT CONTROL REGISTER */ 
 /* An alternate (and more efficient) way of doing this would be to   */ 
 /* write the 32-bit register all at once with a statement like this: */ 
 /*  SetIOP(STCTL0, 0x0000e5f1);     
   */ 
 /* But the following is more descriptive...     
   */ 
 
 sport0_iop.txc.mdf   = 0; /* multichannel frame delay (MFD)    */ 
 sport0_iop.txc.schen = 0; /* Tx DMA chaining enable      */ 
 sport0_iop.txc.sden  = 0; /* Tx DMA enable     
 */ 
 sport0_iop.txc.lafs  = 1; /* Late TFS (alternate)     
*/ 
 sport0_iop.txc.ltfs  = 1; /* Active low TFS        
*/ 
 sport0_iop.txc.ditfs = 0; /* Data independent TFS     
*/ 
 sport0_iop.txc.itfs  = 1; /* Internally generated TFS    
*/ 



 sport0_iop.txc.tfsr  = 1; /* TFS Required     
  */ 
 
 sport0_iop.txc.ckre  = 1; /* Data and FS on clock rising edge  */ 
 sport0_iop.txc.iclk  = 1; /* Internally generated Tx clock  */ 
 sport0_iop.txc.pack  = 0; /* Unpack 32b words into two 16b tx's   */ 
 
 sport0_iop.txc.slen  = 22;   /* Data word length minus one     */ 
 sport0_iop.txc.sendn = 0; /* Data word endian 1 = LSB first    */ 
 sport0_iop.txc.dtype = 0; 
    /* Data type specifier      */ 
 sport0_iop.txc.spen  = 1; /* Enable (clear for MC operation)   */ 
 
 /* RECEIVE CONTROL REGISTER */ 
 /* SRCTL0 <= 0x1f0365f1  */ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.nch   = 31;   /* multichannel number of channels - 1  */ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.mce   = 0; /* multichannel enable      
*/ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.spl   = 0; /* Loop back configure (test)     */ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.d2dma = 0; /* Enable 2-dimensional DMA array    */ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.schen = 0; /* Rx DMA chaining enable      */ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.sden  = 0; /* Rx DMA enable     
 */ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.lafs  = 0; /* Late RFS (alternate)     
*/ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.ltfs  = 1; /* Active low RFS        
*/ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.irfs  = 1; /* Internally generated RFS    
*/ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.rfsr  = 1; /* RFS Required     
  */ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.ckre  = 1; /* Data and FS on clock rising edge  */ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.iclk  = 1; /* Internally generated Rx clock  */ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.pack  = 0; /* Pack two 16b rx's into 32b word   */   
 
 sport0_iop.rxc.slen  = 18;   /* Data word length minus one     */ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.sendn = 0; /* Data word endian 1 = LSB first    */ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.dtype = 0; 
    /* Data type specifier      */ 
 sport0_iop.rxc.spen = 1;  /* Enable (clear for MC operation)   */ 
}  
 
void send(int a) 
/* send function – sends data to the mouse */ 
{ 
 int i, j, parity=1; 
 
 /* get 8 bits of data, and shift left once */ 
 a = a & 0x00FF; 
 a = a << 1; 
 
 /* set mouse data low */ 
 SetIOP(EMAFE_ADDR, 0x0000); 
 
 i = 8; 
 while(i>0) 
 { 
  i--; 
  
  /* wait for clock to go low */ 
 
  j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
  while(j==1) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 



 
  /* set the data bit */ 
 
  j = a & 0x0002; 
  a = a >> 1; 
  SetIOP(EMAFE_ADDR, j); 
 
  /* count for parity */ 
  if (j!=0) 
  { 
   if (parity==0) parity=1; 
   else if (parity==1) parity=0; 
  } 
 
  /* wait for clock to go high */ 
  j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
  while(j==0) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 } 
 
 /* wait for clock to go low */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==1) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 /* set the parity bit */ 
 j = parity << 1; 
 SetIOP(EMAFE_ADDR, j); 
 
 /* wait for clock to go high */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==0) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 /* wait for clock to go low */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==1) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 /* wait for clock to go high */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==0) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 /* wait for clock to go low */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==1) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 /* wait for clock to go high */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==0) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 i=0xFF; 
 while(--i>0){} 
} 
 
int receive() 
/* receive function – receive data from the mouse */ 
{ 
 int i, j, parity=1, a; 
 
 SetIOP(EMAFE_ADDR, 0xFFFF); 
 
 /* wait for clock to go high */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==0) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 /* wait for clock to go low */ 



 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==1) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 /* wait for clock to go high */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==0) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 /* wait for start bit */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0004; 
 while(j!=0) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 a = 0; 
 i = 7; 
 while(i>0) 
 { 
  i--; 
  
  /* wait for clock to go low */ 
 
  j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
  while(j==1) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
  /* wait for clock to go high */ 
  j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
  while(j==0) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
  /* get the data bit */ 
  j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0004; 
  a |= (j << 5); 
  a = a >> 1; 
  
  /* count for parity */ 
  if (j!=0) 
  { 
   if (parity==0) parity=1; 
   else if (parity==1) parity=0; 
  } 
 } 
 
 /* wait for clock to go low */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==1) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 /* wait for clock to go high */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==0) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 /* get the last data bit */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0004; 
 a |= (j << 5); 
  
 
 /* count for parity */ 
 if (j!=0) 
 { 
  if (parity==0) parity=1; 
  else if (parity==1) parity=0; 
 } 
 
 /* wait for clock to go low */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==1) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 



 /* get the parity bit */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0004; 
 if(j >> 2 != parity) {return -1;} 
 
 /* wait for clock to go high */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==0) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 /* wait for clock to go low */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==1) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 /* wait for the stop bit */ 
 
 /* wait for clock to go high */ 
 j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 while(j==0) j = *((int*)EMAFE_DATA) & 0x0001; 
 
 return a; 
} 
 
 
void setup_mouse() 
{ 
 int i; 
 
 SetIOP(EMAFE_ADDR, 0xFFFF); 
 
 send(0xFF); // reset 
 i=0x2FFF; 
 while(--i>0){} 
 /* set data high */ 
 SetIOP(EMAFE_ADDR, 0xFFFF); 
 
 send(0xF6); // set defaults 
 i=0x2FFF; 
 while(--i>0){} 
 /* set data high */ 
 SetIOP(EMAFE_ADDR, 0xFFFF); 
 
 send(0xF3); // set sample rate 
 i=0x2FFF; 
 while(--i>0){} 
 /* set data high */ 
 SetIOP(EMAFE_ADDR, 0xFFFF); 
 
 send(200); // sample rate = 200 
 SetIOP(EMAFE_ADDR, 0xFFFF); 
 i=0x2FFF; 
 while(--i>0){} 
 /* set data high */ 
 SetIOP(EMAFE_ADDR, 0xFFFF); 
 
 send(0xF0); // set remote mode 
 i=0x2FFF; 
 while(--i>0){} 
 /* set data high */ 
 SetIOP(EMAFE_ADDR, 0xFFFF); 
} 
 
 
int get_mouse_data(void) 
{ 



 int data1, data2, data3, data4; 
 
 send(0xEB); 
 
 /* get four bytes */ 
 data1 = receive(); 
 data2 = receive(); 
 data3 = receive(); 
 data4 = receive(); 
 
 if(data1!=0xFA) return 0; /* if error, return 0 */ 
  
 if( (data2&0x20) != 0)   /* If negative */ 
  { 
  return (data4 | 0xFF00); /* complement and return */ 
  } 
 else     /* If not negative */ 
  { 
  return data4;   /* return */ 
  } 
} 
 
 
main() 
{ 
 
 float angle_data, angle_velocity, angle_error, old_angle; 
 float cart_position, cart_velocity, cart_error; 
 int output, data; 
 int ctr=0; 
 int isfuzzy=0; 
 float angle_scale, cart_scale, cart_ref; 
 float f_output; 
 
 cart_position = 0.0; 
 cart_ref = -0.2; 
 
 old_angle = 0; 
 
 /* Mouse initialization */ 
 setup_mouse(); 
 
 /* Serial port initialization */ 
 setup_sports(); 
 
 
 data = 32767; 
 sport0_iop.tx = data; 
 
 data = sport0_iop.rx; 
 old_angle = ((sport0_iop.rx & 0xFFFF) - 11392) / -6032; 
 
 /* Main Loop */ 
 while(1) 
 { 
  /* Sample data */ 
  
  /* Get angle data from potentiometer and scale it */ 
  angle_data = sport0_iop.rx & 0xFFFF; 

 
  /* Compute value in radians (-pi/2 to +pi/2) */ 
  angle_error = (angle_data - 11392) / -6032; 
 



 
  /* Get difference of angle from last data and scale it */ 
  angle_velocity = (angle_error - old_angle) * 200; 
 
  /* Store the old angle */ 
  old_angle = angle_error; 
 
  /* Get change in position from mouse and convert to meters/sec */ 
  /* 4000 counts/meter, 200 samples per second */ 
  cart_velocity = (float) get_mouse_data() / (4000 * 200); 
 
  /* Get new position */ 
  cart_position += cart_velocity * 200; 
 
  /* Get difference of position from reference position */ 
  cart_error = cart_position - cart_ref; 
 
  /* Send the data to the controller and ask for output */ 
  if(isfuzzy)   /* fuzzy controller */ 
  { 
   f_output = fuzzy(angle_error, 
     angle_velocity, 
     cart_error, 
     cart_velocity); 
  } 
  else    /* lqg controller */ 
  { 
   f_output = controller(angle_error, 
     cart_position, 
     cart_ref); 
  } 
 
  /* Scale the output and convert to int */ 
  output = (int)(f_output * -2184.5 + 32767); 
  if(output > 0xFFFF) output = 0xFFFF; 
  if(output < 0x0000) output = 0x0000; 
 
  /* Send it out ! */ 
  sport0_iop.tx = output; 
 
  if(ctr>6000) 
  { 
   ctr=0; 
   cart_ref = -1*cart_ref; 
  } 
  ctr++; 
 } 
} 
 
 



Appendix C: Source Code (Fuzzy Controller) 



/* globals for fuzzy controller */ 
float outmf[16][5] = { 
41.3729301501, 10.0297557380, 3.1622770253, 4.2875458985, 0.3385581576,  /* 
output1 */ 
40.4085343053, 10.0534292791, 3.1622772529, 4.2875459027, 0.2068296814,  /* 
output2 */ 
41.3729288678, 10.0297560085, 3.1622772519, 4.2875457869, 0.3385606013,  /* 
output3 */ 
40.4085347194, 10.0534291230, 3.1622772565, 4.2875457708, 0.2068326351,  /* 
output4 */ 
38.5608910694, 10.1773506475, 3.1622772869, 4.2875456991, -0.0489283614,  /* 
output5 */ 
37.5964961463, 10.1536776552, 3.1622772208, 4.2875456535, -0.180656185,  /* 
output6 */ 
38.5608914913, 10.1773508119, 3.1622772852, 4.2875457216, -0.0489261838,  /* 
output7 */ 
37.5964964971, 10.1536775955, 3.1622771613, 4.2875456734, -0.180653468,  /* 
output8 */ 
37.5963645972, 10.1536683258, 3.1622773123, 4.2875482313, 0.1806554998,  /* 
output9 */ 
38.5608129606, 10.1773413565, 3.1622772085, 4.2875482844, 0.048912347,  /* 
output10 */ 
37.5963624546, 10.1536681579, 3.1622771754, 4.2875481685, 0.1806581405,  /* 
output11 */ 
38.5608148583, 10.1773416641, 3.1622772310, 4.2875481347, 0.0489150654,  /* 
output12 */ 
40.4083374749, 10.0534205134, 3.1622772797, 4.2875483525, -0.2068123866,  /* 
output13 */ 
41.3727899363, 10.0297470643, 3.1622771749, 4.2875483317, -0.3385566739,  /* 
output14 */ 
40.4083389119, 10.0534200783, 3.1622772920, 4.2875484208, -0.2068100332,  /* 
output15 */ 
41.3727895785, 10.0297473694, 3.1622771911, 4.2875484286, -0.33855436  /* 
output16 */ 
}; 
 
/* parameters for input membership functions */ 
float inmf[4][2][3] = { 
 0.3, 2, -0.3,  /* Input 1 MF 1 */ 
 0.3, 2, 0.3,  /* Input 1 MF 2 */ 
 1, 2, -1,  /* Input 2 MF 1 */ 
 1, 2, 1,  /* Input 2 MF 2 */ 
 3, 2, -3,  /* Input 3 MF 1 */ 
 3, 2, 3,  /* Input 3 MF 2 */ 
 3, 2, -3,  /* Input 4 MF 1 */ 
 3, 2, 3  /* Input 4 MF 2 */ 
 };   
 
float gaussbell(int inputvalue, int inputnumber, int mfnumber) 
{ 
 /* gaussian bell membership function */ 
 
 float answer; 
 float a, b, c, x; 
 a = inmf[inputnumber][mfnumber][0]; 
 b = inmf[inputnumber][mfnumber][1]; 
 c = inmf[inputnumber][mfnumber][2]; 
 x = inputvalue; 
 
 answer = ( 1 / (1 + pow((x-c)/a, 2*b) ) ); 
 
 return answer; 
} 



 
float fuzzy(float ae, float av, float ce, float cv) 
{ 
 int i, j, k, l, m; 
 float numerator, denominator; 
 float output[16]; 
 float infuzzy[4]; 
 float premise; 
 float answer; 
 
 /* scale the cart error, since the simulation uses a different scale */ 
 ce = ce*5; 
   
 /* compute the values of the linear output mfs */ 
 for(i=0;i<16;i++) 
 { 
output[i] = outmf[i][0]*ae + outmf[i][1]*av + outmf[i][2]*ce + outmf[i][3]*cv + 
outmf[i][4]; 
 } 
 
 numerator = 0; 
 denominator = 0; 
 m = 0; 
 /* for each rule */ 
 for(i=0;i<2;i++) 
  for(j=0;j<2;j++) 
   for(k=0;k<2;k++) 
    for(l=0;l<2;l++) 
     { 
     /* Get the membership level for each input */ 
     infuzzy[0] = gaussbell(ae, 0, i); 
     infuzzy[1] = gaussbell(av, 1, j); 
     infuzzy[2] = gaussbell(ce, 2, k); 
     infuzzy[3] = gaussbell(cv, 3, l); 
 
     /* Get the premise by ANDing them (product) */ 
premise = infuzzy[0] * infuzzy[1] * infuzzy[2] * infuzzy[3]; 
     
     /* Sum the premises */ 
     denominator += premise; 
 
     /* Get the weighted sum */ 
     numerator += premise*output[m]; 
 
     m++; 
     } 
 
 if(denominator==0) return 0.0; 
 
 answer = numerator/denominator; 
 
 return answer; 
} 



Appendix D: Source Code (LQG Controller) 



/* lqg controller */ 
 
/* lqg globals */ 
float x_hat[4] = {0, 0, 0, 0}; 
float k[4] = {-158.1139, -289.7458, -853.1897, -222.9549}; 
float y[2], y_hat[2]; 
float x_dot_hat[4], A[4][4], B[4]; 
float l, u, nbar = -158.1139; 
 
 
float controller(float ae, float cp, float cr) 
{ 
 int i; 
  
 /* 1) convert to scalar using K */ 
 l = 0; 
 for(i=0;i<4;i++)    
  l += x_hat[i]*k[i]; 
 
 /* 2) get u */ 
 u = nbar*cr - l; 
 
 /* 3) measure y */ 
 y[0] = ae; 
 y[1] = cp; 
 
 /* 4) get y_hat using x_hat */ 
 y_hat[0] = x_hat[0]; 
 y_hat[1] = x_hat[2]; 
 
 /* 5) get x_dot_hat */ 
 x_dot_hat[0] = x_hat[1] + 0.0219*(y[0]-y_hat[0]) + 0.0001*(y[1]-
y_hat[1]); 
 x_dot_hat[1] = -24.1546*x_hat[1] -1.6333*x_hat[2] + 0.2415*u + 
0.9465*(y[0]-y_hat[0]) + 0.0077*(y[1]-y_hat[1]); 
 x_dot_hat[2] = x_hat[3] + 0.0037*(y[0]-y_hat[0]) + 0.0243*(y[1]-
y_hat[1]); 
 x_dot_hat[3] = 35.5215*x_hat[1] +16.8157*x_hat[2] + 0.7918*(y[0]-
y_hat[0]) + 1.4820*(y[1]-y_hat[1]); 
 
 /* 6) get a new x_hat */ 
 x_hat[0] = 0.005*x_dot_hat[0] + x_hat[0]; 
 x_hat[1] = 0.005*x_dot_hat[1] + x_hat[1]; 
 x_hat[2] = 0.005*x_dot_hat[2] + x_hat[2]; 
 x_hat[3] = 0.005*x_dot_hat[3] + x_hat[3]; 
 
 return u; 
} 



Appendix E: MATLAB Simulation (Fuzzy Controller) 



(fuzzy inference system file – fismatrix.fis, MATLAB 5.3) 
 
[System] 
Name='fismatrix' 
Type='sugeno' 
Version=2.0 
NumInputs=4 
NumOutputs=1 
NumRules=16 
AndMethod='prod' 
OrMethod='max' 
ImpMethod='prod' 
AggMethod='max' 
DefuzzMethod='wtaver' 
 
[Input1] 
Name='in1' 
Range=[-0.3 0.3] 
NumMFs=2 
MF1='in1mf1':'gbellmf',[0.3 2 -0.3 0] 
MF2='in1mf2':'gbellmf',[0.3 2 0.3 0] 
 
[Input2] 
Name='in2' 
Range=[-1 1] 
NumMFs=2 
MF1='in2mf1':'gbellmf',[1 2 -1 0] 
MF2='in2mf2':'gbellmf',[1 2 1 0] 
 
[Input3] 
Name='in3' 
Range=[-3 3] 
NumMFs=2 
MF1='in3mf1':'gbellmf',[3 2 -3 0] 
MF2='in3mf2':'gbellmf',[3 2 3 0] 
 
[Input4] 
Name='in4' 
Range=[-3 3] 
NumMFs=2 
MF1='in4mf1':'gbellmf',[3 2 -3 0] 
MF2='in4mf2':'gbellmf',[3 2 3 0] 
 
[Output1] 
Name='out' 
Range=[-10 10] 
NumMFs=16 
MF1='outmf1':'linear',[41.3729301501 10.029755738 3.1622770253 4.2875458985 0.3385581576] 
MF2='outmf2':'linear',[40.4085343053 10.0534292791 3.1622772529 4.2875459027 
0.2068296814] 
MF3='outmf3':'linear',[41.3729288678 10.0297560085 3.1622772519 4.2875457869 
0.3385606013] 
MF4='outmf4':'linear',[40.4085347194 10.053429123 3.1622772565 4.2875457708 0.2068326351] 
MF5='outmf5':'linear',[38.5608910694 10.1773506475 3.1622772869 4.2875456991 -
0.0489283614] 
MF6='outmf6':'linear',[37.5964961463 10.1536776552 3.1622772208 4.2875456535 -
0.180656185] 
MF7='outmf7':'linear',[38.5608914913 10.1773508119 3.1622772852 4.2875457216 -
0.0489261838] 
MF8='outmf8':'linear',[37.5964964971 10.1536775955 3.1622771613 4.2875456734 -
0.180653468] 
MF9='outmf9':'linear',[37.5963645972 10.1536683258 3.1622773123 4.2875482313 
0.1806554998] 
MF10='outmf10':'linear',[38.5608129606 10.1773413565 3.1622772085 4.2875482844 
0.048912347] 
MF11='outmf11':'linear',[37.5963624546 10.1536681579 3.1622771754 4.2875481685 
0.1806581405] 
MF12='outmf12':'linear',[38.5608148583 10.1773416641 3.162277231 4.2875481347 
0.0489150654] 



MF13='outmf13':'linear',[40.4083374749 10.0534205134 3.1622772797 4.2875483525 -
0.2068123866] 
MF14='outmf14':'linear',[41.3727899363 10.0297470643 3.1622771749 4.2875483317 -
0.3385566739] 
MF15='outmf15':'linear',[40.4083389119 10.0534200783 3.162277292 4.2875484208 -
0.2068100332] 
MF16='outmf16':'linear',[41.3727895785 10.0297473694 3.1622771911 4.2875484286 -
0.33855436] 
 
[Rules] 
1 1 1 1, 1 (1) : 1 
1 1 1 2, 2 (1) : 1 
1 1 2 1, 3 (1) : 1 
1 1 2 2, 4 (1) : 1 
1 2 1 1, 5 (1) : 1 
1 2 1 2, 6 (1) : 1 
1 2 2 1, 7 (1) : 1 
1 2 2 2, 8 (1) : 1 
2 1 1 1, 9 (1) : 1 
2 1 1 2, 10 (1) : 1 
2 1 2 1, 11 (1) : 1 
2 1 2 2, 12 (1) : 1 
2 2 1 1, 13 (1) : 1 
2 2 1 2, 14 (1) : 1 
2 2 2 1, 15 (1) : 1 
2 2 2 2, 16 (1) : 1



Appendix F: MATLAB Simulation (LQG Controller) 



M = 0.9; % mass of cart (kg) 
m = 0.15; % mass of rod (kg) 
L = 0.68; % length of rod (m) 
j = 0.01;  % motor constant k1 (Nm/A) 
k = 0.5; % motor constant k2 (V/rad/sec) 
r = 0.005; % radius of wheel (m) 
Ra = 9.2; % armature resistance (ohms) 
g = 9.8; 
 
% state equation matrices 
 
A =  [0 1 0 0; 
   0 -((j*k)/(M*Ra*r^2)) -(m*g/M) 0; 
   0 0 0 1; 
   0 (j*k)/(M*L*Ra*r^2) (M+m)*g/(M*L) 0]; 
B = [0; 
   j/(M*Ra*r); 
   0; 
   -j/(M*L*Ra*r)]; 
C = [1 0 0 0; 
   0 0 1 0]; 
D = [0; 
   0]; 
 
% find the vector K 
 
x=25000; 
y=1; 
Q=[x 0 0 0; 
   0 0 0 0; 
   0 0 y 0; 
   0 0 0 0]; 
R = 1; 
K = lqr(A,B,Q,R) 
Ac = [(A-B*K)]; 
Bc = [B]; 
Cc = [C]; 
Dc = [D]; 
 
% find scalar Nbar 
 
Cn=[1 0 0 0];  
Nbar=rscale(A,B,Cn,0,K) 
Bcn=[Nbar*B]; 
 
% find L vector 
 
P = [-120 -121 -122 -123] 
L = place(A',C',P)' 
 
% simulate step input 
 
Ace = [A-B*K             B*K; 
        zeros(size(A)) (A-L*C)]; 
Bce = [       B*Nbar; 
      zeros(size(B))]; 
Cce = [Cc zeros(size(Cc))]; 
Dce = [0;0]; 
T = 0:0.01:5; 
U = 0.2*ones(size(T)); 
[Y,X] = lsim(Ace,Bce,Cce,Dce,U,T); 
plot(T,Y) 
legend('Cart','Pendulum')  


